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Background: 3 Areas of Mobile Robotics

 Control:

- Move/execute actions such that we follow our plan 

 Sensing/Perception:

 Navigation:

- How does a robot get from point A to point B?

- Localization/state estimation – where am I/how am I oriented?

- Mapping – what is the state of the world around me?

- Planning – how do I get there?

- This knowledge informs control
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- Robots need sensors to perceive the world around it, and to sense its own internal state

- This information informs navigation and control

- How to handle sensor data: calibration, extraction, filtering, outlier rejection, data 
association, etc.

 Robotics is highly inter-disciplinary – localization is a small sub-area 
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 What is my position?:

 Above Ground/Water:
- Almost non-issue – GPS!

- Before GPS – radio control, wheel encoders, 
compass, range-finders (sonar/laser), visual 

odometry, radio beacons

- Roll, pitch, yaw

- x, y, z

- Where am I in my local reference frame?

Stanford Cart 1979
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 Underwater:

- No GPS or radio due to electromagnetic attenuation in water

- Almost all sensing/communications/positioning is acoustics-based (besides vision/chemical)

- Acoustic propagation is very different to radio wave propagation – scattering, multipath, 

reverberation, interference, sound speed temp/salinity variation, ~10^5 slower

- These effects cannot be modeled very accurately or in real-time (unlike GPS ionosphere 
electron density 15 min. update rate) – CTD casts

- Underwater localization is hard!

Olson, Leonard 2006
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Background: Localization – Why?
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 How do we know where to go without knowing where we are?

 Where did the data I gather come from?

- Humans want accurate data to gain understanding

- Safety and recovery
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Background: Outline

 Typical AUV Sensors for Navigation
- DVL/ADCP, IMU/AHRS

 Inertial Navigation/Dead Reckoning

 Geophysical Positioning
- Vision, Sonar

 Acoustic Positioning
- LBL, SBL, USBL

 Bayesian Recursive Filtering
- Kalman Filtering, EKF

 SLAM
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AUV Navigation Sensors – Doppler Velocity Log
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 How does a conventional AUV navigate?

 Doppler Velocity Log (DVL) / Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP)

- DVL is used to measure the speed of the AUV relative to ocean floor 

- DVL transmits a HF 4 beam 'ping', and measures the reflected response in terms of 

frequency shift (Doppler effect)

- Corresponds to body velocity relative to reflection point

- DVL: relative to ocean floor (bottom lock) / ADCP: relative to water column (measure water 

currents)
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AUV Navigation Sensors – IMU/AHRS
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 How does a conventional AUV navigate?

 Inertial measurement unit (IMU) consists (usually) of:

- 3-axis accelerometer to measure 3D linear acceleration vector

- 3-axis gyroscope to measure 3D rotational velocity OR rotation angle

- 3-axis magnetometer to measure 3D heading vector w.r.t. Earth's magnetic field

- Nowadays 'strapped-down' to a common base to maintain same relative orientation 

 Attitude and heading reference system (AHRS):

- Accelerometers track gravity vector in vehicle body frame; you can subtract gravity 

(but need to know orientation) and integrate to estimate speed (MEMS too noisy to do 
this) 

- Gyroscope integration to estimate change in roll, pitch, yaw

- Fuse accelerometer, gyro, magnetometer to better estimate gravity, and absolute roll, 

pitch, yaw
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AUV Navigation Sensors – IMU/AHRS
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 AHRS cost mostly related to gyroscope quality (noise level and drift)

 Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) vibrating structure gyroscopes

- Coriolis effect induces acceleration proportional to rate of rotation (vibrating object wants to 

maintain vibration in the same plane)

- $50 - $1,000, accuracy too low for typical AUVs

 Ring laser / fibre-optic gyroscopes

- Sagnac effect measures interference between counter-propagating laser beams

- $5,000 - $100,000
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Inertial Navigation and Dead Reckoning
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 Inertial navigation system (INS):

- Use output of AHRS and double integrate linear accelerations to estimate position 

(enormous error accumulation – x → x^2 → x^3)

- Correct error accumulation with DVL to improve position estimate

- Conventional AUV INS is AHRS + DVL (technically not inertial nav)

 Essentially, use AHRS for AUV heading, depth/pressure sensor for AUV depth, 
and DVL for AUV speed 

 Initialize position with GPS (on surface), and 
propagate AUV X,Y position with time using 
heading + speed, and Z using depth: “dead-
reckon” 
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Inertial Navigation and Dead Reckoning
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 Small errors in speed and heading accumulate – divergence between actual 
and estimated AUV position 

 Constrain this unbounded error growth using an external positioning system:

 The better the sensors (DVL vs. prop speed, LRG/FOG vs MEMS gyro) the 
slower the rate of position error growth

- Periodically resurface for GPS fix – conventional operating paradigm (limits dive depth and 

length)

- Use geophysical features and prior map of the area to estimate where you are in the map 
(camera, sonar)

- Use acoustic positioning systems to estimate where you are

- Best: 0.1% of distance traveled; conventional AUVs typically 2%-5%
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Geophysical Positioning
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 Use a known, accurate map of the 
environment to estimate vehicle location 
using geophysical parameters – 
compare gathered data to prior map

 Optical/visual odometry – match 
features frame-by-frame to estimate 
AUV movement; match to map to 
estimate position

- Lighting and lack of features 
are a challenge

Eustice, Pizarro, Singh 2008
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 Terrain-relative navigation – use multibeam/ranging sonar or echosounder and 
match to elevation/bathymetric map

- Requires prior elevation map, quality of map tied to quality of localization

- Featureless bathymetry, environmental change are issues

Meduna, Rock, McEwen 2010
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 Sonar – imaging/multibeam sonar detect man-made structures and match to map
- Sonar processing in man-made environments is challenging due to multipath/echoes

Ribas 2008
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Geophysical Positioning
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 Sonar – sidescan sonar imaging detect 
seafloor objects and match to map

- Sidescan sonar processing is challenging – same 

object appears different depending on 
direction/distance

 Geophysical disadvantages:
- Prior map required

- Map matching requires a large search over position/orientation – large map, long 

search

- Feature identification and sonar processing is hard

Fallon, Kaess, Johannsson, Leonard 2011
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 Beacons/transponders at known positions emit acoustic signal upon request or 
periodically – time of flight (TOF) used to calculate range and estimate AUV 
position

- Short baseline: transponder spacing < distance to AUV (ship-mounted); TOF used to 

estimate distance, TOF difference used to estimate angle to AUV (triangulation)

- Ultra-short baseline: transponder is an cm-spacing acoustic array; TOF used to estimate 
distance, phase differencing (beamforming) used to estimate angle to AUV

- Long baseline: transponders placed over wide mission area; TOF used to estimate 

distance to each, and trilateration combines distances to estimate AUV position

Short Baseline           Ultra-short Baseline          Long Baseline

Paull, Saeedi, 
 Seto, Li 2014
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Acoustic Positioning – S/USBL Positioning
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 Short baseline and Ultra-short baseline use average time-of-flight to measure 
range to the AUV

 Delays in the acoustic signal between transponders are used to measure 
angle to the AUV

- SBL: time delays measured directly

- USBL: tiny time delays correspond to phase shifts

 Triangulation used to estimate 
AUV position, offset using GPS 
and relayed back to the vehicle

 Range error due to acoustic 
effects; angular accuracy 
dependent on baseline and 
frequency
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Acoustic Positioning – LBL Trilateration (Naive)
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 Long baseline uses time-of-flight to measure range between AUV and each 
transponder

 Transponders are fixed in position, so intersection of range circles from each 
beacon provides a direct estimate of AUV position

 Trilateration (naïve) – solve simultaneous equations:
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Acoustic Positioning – LBL Trilateration (NLS)
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 Naive trilateration cannot gracefully handle noise in range – biased by order in 
which equations are solved

 Trilateration-based systems usually solve the system of equations using a 
nonlinear least squares (NLS) solver (e.g. gradient descent approaches) to 
find minimum to balance range measurements:

 Increasing number of transponders will improve accuracy, but complicate 
naïve trilateration equation solving
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Acoustic Positioning – LBL Optional Lab
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 Implement both naïve and NLS (Levenberg-Marquardt) trilateration as MOOSApps
- http://nrr.mit.edu/sites/default/files/documents/Lab_11_Localization.html

SLAM

/home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions
/z0_localization/LBL_naive_trilat.mp4

/home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions
/z0_localization/LBL_nls_trilat.mp4

/home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions
/z0_localization/LBL_nls_trilat_feedback.mp4

file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_naive_trilat.mp4
file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_naive_trilat.mp4
file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_nls_trilat.mp4
file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_nls_trilat.mp4
file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_nls_trilat_feedback.mp4
file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_nls_trilat_feedback.mp4


Recursive Bayesian Filtering
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 What if our inertial sensors are much more accurate than our LBL (i.e. dead-
reckoned estimate is better than trilateration)? Do we just ignore LBL?

 No! LBL provides information about vehicle position – in the same way we 
should not ignore our inertial sensors as we do in trilateration

 We should 'split the difference' between our inertial estimate and our external 
measurement (from acoustics, camera, sonar etc.)

 Recursive Bayesian filtering provides a formal approach of performing this 
fusion of prediction and measurement
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Recursive Bayesian Filtering
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 Initialization

- Initialize the state of the filter

- Initialize the probability distribution of the state 

(belief over the state)

 Prediction

- Use system model to predict the state distribution 

at the next time step

- Adjust the probability distribution of the predicted 
state to account for prediction uncertainty

 Update

- Get measurement and associated accuracy distribution

- Compute residual (how well prediction and measurement match)

- Update our state estimate and its probability distribution based on this 
residual (split the difference)
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Recursive Bayesian Filtering
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 Initialization

 Prediction

 Update

 How we 'split the difference' is 
important: pay more attention to the 
measurement signal when it 
overpowers the noise, and pay more 
attention to the prediction when the 
noise overpowers the measurement 
signal
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Recursive Bayesian Filtering
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 Given:

- System models in probabilistic forms (with known statistics for noise)

- Initial state belief p(x0 | z0) = p(x0) also known as prior

- Measurements z1 … zk

- Hidden Markov Model (HMM):
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Recursive Bayesian Filtering
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 Prediction:

- Assume we are given p(xk-1 | z1 : k-1) at time k-1 (belief at previous time-step)

- propagate our system model given our previous belief:

 Update:
- Incorporate measurement to update our current belief:
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Discrete Bayes Filter
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 Discretize the world (state space) into a finite and equal number of cells  

 Initialize:

- If the robot position is unknown we can initialize the probability distribution equally 

over the discretized state space  
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Discrete Bayes Filter
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  Update: 

- The robot gets a measurement indicating that it is in front of a door

- We update our belief (state distribution) by multiplying our previous belief by our 

measurement probability distribution and normalizing

-                                                                →  Belk(s) = P(o | s) * Belk-1(s)
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Discrete Bayes Filter
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  Predict: 

- The robot motion model says that it has moved to the right with some uncertainty 

- We update our belief by shifting our belief, then multiplying and accumulating 

(convolving) it with the motion model uncertainty

-                                                                               →  Belk(s) = ∑ P(xk | xk-1) * Belk-1(s)
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Discrete Bayes Filter
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  Update again: 
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Kalman Filter
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 Assume that the belief at all time steps is Gaussian (mean + covariance) 

 If belief at previous time-step p(xk-1 | z1 : k-1) is Gaussian, then it can be shown that 

the current belief after prediction and update p(xk | z1 : k) is also Gaussian
- process and measurement noise vk, wk must be Gaussian

- state transition and measurement functions fk, hk must be linear

 Gaussian distribution remains Gaussian 
after any linear transformation!

 Initial belief is a Gaussian distribution: 

bel(x0) = N(x0; μ0,∑0) 
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Kalman Filter - Example
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 State vector is position and velocity, with associated uncertainty 
as covariance matrix  

 Predict: 
- we have some linear state transition function – transition function 

can be represented as a matrix Fk

- Transition matrix predicts new mean and covariance – noise Qk 

added due to model uncertainty
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Kalman Filter - Example
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 Update:
- Similarly we have a measurement matrix Hk – maps state vector to 

measurement space

- Compare our predicted measurement (pink) to our actual sensor 

reading (green)
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Kalman Filter - Example
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 Update:
- The updated belief is the multiplication of the predicted 

measurement (pink)                                                   and observed 

sensor measurement (green)

- The result is still Gaussian

- Tedious algebraic manipulation leads to the Kalman gain, and the 
following equations: 
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Extended Kalman Filter
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 Most robotic systems are not linear – Kalman filter assumptions do not hold

 One possible solution: linearize our state transition function and measurement 
function around the current operating point and proceed with the KF as usual – we 
approximate the linear transformations using a first order Taylor series expansion

 This is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)
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Extended Kalman Filter
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 Kalman Filter
- Predict equations : 

- Update equations : 

 Extended Kalman Filter
- Predict equations : 

- Update equations : 

 Basically, replace linear transformations with nonlinear transformations + partial 
derivatives
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Extended Kalman Filter – LBL Example
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 Constant velocity model with dead reckoning equations from start of lecture 

 Non-synchronous LBL range measurements from 3 beacons + speed and heading 
measurements from inertial sensors 

/home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions
/z0_localization/LBL_EKF_feedback.mp4

file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_EKF_feedback.mp4
file:///home/rypkema/Workspace/moos-ivp/ivp/missions/z0_localization/LBL_EKF_feedback.mp4


Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
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 Earliest approach is to apply EKF to SLAM

 Estimate both robot state and location of environmental landmarks simultaneously

 Earliest approach is to apply EKF to SLAM

 Assumes that we can associate landmarks to previous landmark measurements 
(correspondences known)

 Simple! (kind of...) Simply augment the state space with landmark info:
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Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
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 LBL EKF vs LBL EKF SLAM (E. Olson, J. Leonard, S. Teller 2006)
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 Typical AUV Sensors for Navigation – the conventional sensors onboard an 
AUV (DVL/ADCP, IMU/AHRS)

 Inertial Navigation/Dead Reckoning – the typical operating paradigm of a 
conventional AUV; position error grows without bound due to inertial error

 Geophysical Positioning – using vision and different sonars with a prior map to 
constrain position error by localizing observed features against the map 

 Acoustic Positioning – deploying acoustic beacons/transponders at known 
positions to constrain position error via triangulation or trilateration

 Bayesian Recursive Filtering – a formal approach to fusing inertial and 
external measurements to better estimate vehicle position 

 SLAM – extension of EKF to include estimation of landmark state

 Background – why localization is important, why it is difficult underwater
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